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Hawks to meet with Dwight Howard next week

Related

By Chris Vivlamore

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

Dwight Howard is a day away from unrestricted free agency and the Hawks will be one of the teams that he will make a pitch
for the center.

The Hawks will meet with Howard next week, according to a person familiar with the situation. According to various reports,
the Laker will also meet with the Rockets, Mavericks and Warriors before finally talking to the current employer.

Howard, from Southwest Atlanta Christian Academy, is considered the top unrestricted free agent about to hit the market.
The Hawks have $33 million in salary cap space and have the ability to sign two free agents to maximum deals. The Hawks
can offer Howard a maximum deal of four years, $88 million. The Lakers, who have started a public campaign to keep
Howard, can offer a maximum deal of five-years, $118 million.

Chris Paul, the other top unrestricted free agent, is likely off the market and to re-sign with the Clippers.

The 27-year-old Howard was drafted with the first overall pick of the 2004 draft by the Magic. He spent eight seasons in
Orlando before being traded to the Lakers last year.
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Posted by Just-Joe at 7:18 a.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

I think Dwight stays in LA. He wants to win championships and make money. Playing for the Lakers usually means both.

Some have been saying that the Lakers can't receive a sign and trade (Josh), which isn't exactly true. They can. They just
need to cut about $8m in salary to do it. Letting Duhon go yesterday helps. I still think a lineup of Nash, Kobe, MWP, Josh,
and Dwight is possible.

Posted by Rev-In-Tampa at 7:58 a.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

I think Dwight bolts LA.

Posted by -sting- at 8:04 a.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

i can hear it now ...

" i am glad it worked out. l a is where my heart always wanted to be. the laker tradition means so much to me and has all my
life. now to become a true champion".

selah

Posted by -sting- at 8:13 a.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse
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as for josh? 

his suitors are mostly teams that under perform or are set to. boston, now decimated personnel wise holding two drat picks
into the infinity and houston are the only teams above .500. the rest are in the nba, i think. those are not meccas for him. the
big boys arent coming it seems, like dallas or the spurs. maybe things will fall into place for him as time passes. as the third
best he is showing the distance between him and the top two. i suggest it should also fall that way for salary, only time will
tell.

Posted by Just-Joe at 8:28 a.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

I just think in the end Dwight is going to realize that Houston will not win more championships than the Lakers over the next
10 years.

Posted by -sting- at 8:31 a.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

already being marketed by silver. kobe comes off books next year, then it will be kobe, d12 and lbj ofr kobe's last and the
torch is passed.

Posted by poblack at 8:50 a.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Without Chris Paul I don't see Howard coming to the Hawks. There has to be a big three (Howard, Paul, and Smith) in order
to be considered a contender to an NBA championship

Posted by RodfromCollegePark at 8:59 a.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

"I think Dwight stays in LA. He wants to win championships and make money. Playing for the Lakers usually means both."

I don't. Dwight is good as gone from LA. 

Posted by -OBrien- at 9:02 a.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Just joe,

Dwight does not like D'antoni's system, and he doesn't like Kobe. Plus he doesn't want to be second fiddle to Kobe.

As for the money, he will make more $ in years 1-4 in Texas than years 1-4 in LA due to no state tax in Texas, but 13.5% state
tax in LA. Also, a deal from one of the Texas teams probably allows him to opt out after 3 years (that team would have his bird
rights by then), and he could sign another max deal.
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So the one big money draw for LA Is not a big draw at all IMO.

Posted by -OBrien- at 9:04 a.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Of the 5-6 teams mentioned in the cbs sports blog who would pursue josh, was any of them the Hawks?

Posted by MisterBoo at 9:22 a.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Dwight is not the first player who does not like playing for D'Antoni. 

And Kobe is not the best teammate in the world -- he does come off sort of jerky. 

Everyone must respect his rings and accomplishments -- who can't. But this egomaniac has not done it all by himself like he
thinks he has. 

Shaq in his prime made helped big time with 3 of those rings and there should have been a few more had Kobe kept his
ego in check. 

Kobe is just not a likeble guy-- seems like he would be like a Gordon Ramsey to work with. To some people that is not worth
it. 

I am a Laker hater anyway so I am happy they have fallen back and Kobe is not a guy I enjoy watching play.

Posted by Rick_James at 9:23 a.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Why are the Hawks wasting time pursuing this guy? He will either sign with Houston,resign and stay with the Lakers or the
Lakers will do a sign and trade with the Clippers for Blake Griffin.Let's not get involved with this circus..

Posted by vanbenton at 9:25 a.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Howard cannot handle the pressure of being the go to guy! Look at his record in Orlando. He's a cry baby! Leave him in LA!

Posted by dym275 at 9:42 a.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Paying 1 person millions of dollars a year while we have so much homeless and hungry
children in this country is just plain greed and stupidity. This the problem with this country. it's turning into a third world
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country.

Posted by youlibtards at 9:43 a.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Who cares. The guy is not a team player, blames everyone for his outward laziness. He would be a cancer in ATL as he has
in Orlando and LA. 

If the circus is coming to town make sure he is dressed like a clown.

Posted by Artimus at 9:49 a.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Already proved with the Lakers that he's not worth the money.

Posted by Traci404 at 9:52 a.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

OMG, I hope he does not come here. Dwight is lazy, and is not a good role model.
The only reason he doesn't like Kobe, is because Kobe called him out on his work ethic. 
Dwight was supposed to be the "savior" of the Lakers. The next Magic Johnson, He turned out to be just the complete
opposite. 
This idiot has 8 kids by 8 different women in 6 years. 
Dwight needs to stay in L.A. Buy a Day Care Center!

Posted by Schva at 9:52 a.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

who cares

Posted by Rick_James at 10:15 a.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

@dym275

"Paying 1 person millions of dollars a year while we have so much homeless and hungry
children in this country is just plain greed and stupidity. This the problem with this country. it's turning into a third world
country"

And the solution is to bash Dwight Howard right?
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Posted by BigCrimson75 at 10:16 a.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Off the Max -- at the very least, make Dwight say No.
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